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Jesus lizard singer slapped with public indecency charge

Lauper is back

Scott Schwartz

Belgium's Rock in Brussels was scheduled

The New Jersey actor’s former wife of Mick Jagger blamed

The process of the publicity stunt was simple:
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Music therapy reaches Alzheimer patients

By Nancy Hennes

Several months ago, Mary Lou Cates began to lose her appetite. She would eat only a few spoonfuls of food, then throw it away. She would sit quietly for hours, staring out the window, and would not return to everyday activities even though she had been an active and social person before her dementia set in. Mary Lou's family members were concerned and they feared that she was losing her dignity and self-worth. After seeking advice from a physician, they were referred to Music in Medicine, a program that uses music therapy to help people with dementia.

Music therapy has been shown to be effective in improving mood, reducing agitation, and increasing social interaction in people with dementia. In Mary Lou's case, the music therapist began by introducing her to a variety of music genres and styles that she enjoyed. They started with calming classical music and gradually moved on to more upbeat and familiar songs. Mary Lou responded positively to the music, often humming along and occasionally even singing along.

As the sessions progressed, the music therapist noticed that Mary Lou's apathy and anxiety were decreasing. She began to engage more actively in the therapy sessions, asking questions and expressing her thoughts and feelings. The music therapist also observed that Mary Lou's communication skills improved, and she was able to participate more fully in conversations.

In addition to the musical activities, the music therapist used storytelling and visual aids to help Mary Lou recall past memories and experiences. She found that Mary Lou was able to connect with the music and the stories, and this helped to improve her overall well-being.

Music therapy has been shown to have a positive impact on the cognitive function of people with dementia. In Mary Lou's case, the music therapist observed that her short-term memory improved, and she was able to recall past events more accurately. This helped her to maintain her sense of self and identity, which is crucial for maintaining dignity and self-worth.

Music therapy has also been shown to reduce the burden on caregivers. Mary Lou's family members felt more relieved knowing that their loved one was receiving the best possible care. They appreciated how the music therapy sessions helped to improve Mary Lou's quality of life and reduce her agitation and anxiety.

In conclusion, music therapy is a valuable tool for improving the lives of people with dementia. It provides a positive and engaging way to interact with individuals, and it helps to improve their overall well-being. Mary Lou's case is a testament to the power of music therapy, and it serves as a reminder of the importance of providing compassionate and effective care for people with dementia.

**Supreme Court upholds term for abortion foe**

Mike Closs 

The Supreme Court has rejected Richard Chadwick’s bid to stop the State from making it illegal to drive his vehicle in successful efforts to block a woman from accessing an abortion clinic.

Two years ago, in a case involving Chadwick, the Iowa Supreme Court held that the State’s 35-foot buffer zone around the clinic was constitutional. The court said Chadwick had no free speech rights to enter the clinic.

Chadwick, who was also a defendant in a separate federal case involving the clinic, was arrested in April 2018. He has been charged with a crime under the state’s buffer zone law and is awaiting trial.

The state’s buffer zone law was upheld by the Supreme Court in a case involving Chadwick. The court held that the law was constitutional and that Chadwick had no free speech rights to enter the clinic.

In Chadwick’s case, the court upheld the law’s constitutionality and rejected his bid to block the State from enforcing it.

Chadwick has been charged with a crime under the state’s buffer zone law and is awaiting trial. He was arrested in April 2018.

The state’s buffer zone law was upheld by the Supreme Court in a case involving Chadwick. The court held that the law was constitutional and that Chadwick had no free speech rights to enter the clinic.

In Chadwick’s case, the court upheld the law’s constitutionality and rejected his bid to block the State from enforcing it.

Chadwick has been charged with a crime under the state’s buffer zone law and is awaiting trial. He was arrested in April 2018.
Lollapalots: Cost clouds frenzy tour

Toni Schoreberg

The 10th annual Lollapalooza music festival opened to a crowd of about 180,000 yesterday, yet despite being billed as the "largest musical event in the world," it seems more like a small-town fair in the middle of a large parking lot.

However, this Lollapalooza was the first to be held on a Sunday, rather than Saturday, as in the past. This is because the city council in Chicago has declared that the event's weekend has been extended to a three-day festival, starting at noon today.

The lineup for this year's Lollapalooza is more diverse than ever before, featuring acts from around the world. Among the most anticipated performers are Led Zeppelin, Pink Floyd, and The Band, all of whom are sure to draw huge crowds.

But despite the excitement, there are some concerns about the cost of attending the festival. The three-day pass, which includes access to all three stages and over 60 bands, is priced at $120. This is said to be more than double the price of a ticket to any other music festival in the country.

Nevertheless, many music lovers are excited to attend the festival and see their favorite bands perform live. "It's a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity," said one festival-goer. "I don't care about the cost, I just want to see my favorite bands play."
Death

The trial of O.J. Simpson for the murder of his ex-wife, Nicole Brown Simpson, and her friend, Ron Goldman, is the latest chapter in a saga that has captivated the attention of the world. The trial has been marked by dramatic testimony, heated arguments, and emotional outbursts, as both the prosecution and defense present their cases to the world. The trial has also raised important questions about the nature of justice and the role of media in contemporary society. The verdict, expected in the coming weeks, will have far-reaching implications for Simpson's personal life and his public image. Meanwhile, the trial has highlighted the ongoing debate about the role of media in criminal trials, and the tension between the rights of the accused and the public's right to know. The trial has also raised questions about the ethics of media coverage, particularly in the age of social media and 24-hour news cycles. The trial is being closely watched not only in the United States, but also around the world, as it is seen as a test of the principles of justice and fairness in a globalized society.
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WACO

By many expert accounts, the Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff. The Iowa militia didn't make that much noise, said Spokesman Stauffer's staff.
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Continued from Page 1

Senator Joe Biden, a leader of the Senate's Judiciary Committee, said: "I don't think it would be a good idea for the Senate to adopt an amendment that would allow the American military to go in and help with the military aspects of this conflict."...

BOSNIA

Continued from Page 1

EAST and the western alliance forces had failed. "The forces of the Bosnian Samuel's army are firmly holding," Bosnian government radio said late Wednesday night. "The troops of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina have abandoned the post and heavy losses on the agreement."...

One woman, said to have been used as a...
Baseball

Iowa mound for the first time since 7·3 CLOSE

Pedro JefT botched his attempt for his 19th and walked four before tiring in the innings as the Montreal Expos go to seven hits over seven-plus Dodgers, giving up 6,1.5, 5 in the ninth. He struck out eight and walked three.

McGriff and Ryan Klesko hit content. further discipline later this week. "Obviously, we're not happy," said Terry O'Brien Wednesday.

SUM FRANCISCO

batted .442, walking five times. The New York Yankees immediately fixed him $8,000, with the money going to a children's cancer fund. The New York newspaper wasn't so charitable Wednesday.

"You Josh" Ams batted the Daily News across the top of the front page.

"Terry Fitzner," declared the New York Post today. After the game, McDowell said his teammate's control was better. "I didn't walk much in training, but it was still off today," he allowed. "It was one of those things where Barry didn't want to go on the wire. He said, "It's a two-second reaction to let the frustration build up."

HAGUE STANDING

Robert won his third win since June 15. He was lifted in the sixth inning to snap Toronto's high three-game winning streak.

and two runs over four hits, both career highs.leading innings.

Brown hit 19 of 28 from the field, 48 percent of his attempts. Millard scored 42 points and pulled down 11 rebounds in his own hands and dominated down the stretch.

"We should not be any lingering effects," Davis said.
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Sports

BRITISH FIELD

Continued from Page 12

The two teams, with dramatically different styles of play, met in the 1985 Open, a match which many believe was the greatest in its history. It was a fantastic day of golf, with Palmer and Hal Sutton both topping their respective scores to 71 to finish in first place. But it was the course that was the real star of the show, as the Teeth of Steel lived up to its reputation.

The Open is the most prestigious tournament in the world of golf, and it has been held annually since 1860. The British Open is known for its challenging courses, and it attracts some of the best players in the world. The tournament is held in July, and it is one of the four major events in golf, along with the US Open, the Masters, and the PGA Championship.

The British Open is held at a different course each year, and it is known for its beautiful scenery. The course is set in the heart of the countryside, and it offers stunning views of the nearby mountains. The Open is known for its unpredictable weather, and it can be cold and rainy on any given day.

The Open is also known for its tradition, and it has a long history. The tournament was first held in 1860, and it has been held every year since then. The Open has been won by many great players, including Arnold Palmer, Jack Nicklaus, and Tiger Woods. The Open is considered to be the most prestigious tournament in golf, and it is one of the most highly anticipated events of the year.
Cyclists remember teammate Casartelli

Jean-Luc Courtois Associated Press

Dear friends -In a moving ceremony to pay tribute, the cyclists yesterday remembered their fellow rider who died last week.

The real essence of the minute's silence was captured in the words of Jean-Luc Courtois, the Canadian cyclist who witnessed the tragic accident.

"It's a silence that serves as a reminder of the fragility of our lives, and the importance of cherishing every moment together."

Casartelli, a member of the Motorola team, was killed during stage six of the Giro d'Italia.

Cyclists of the Motorola team cross the finish line together while the pack voluntarily rode behind as a sign of respects to their fallen teammate.

The defile of the pack was led by the Motorola team, followed by other riders of the Giro d'Italia, creating a moving tribute to the fallen cyclist.

Associated Press

Murray sparks overtime victory

Jon Bassett The Daily Iowan

Keenan Murray changed his uniform number and his performance since joining the Hawkeyes.

"If we were out there, I wasn't there. I clearly didn't want to return," Murray said.

The Hawkeyes struggled through the first half with five points. Murray changed his uniform number to number three and scored Goodfellow's first goal of the season.

Goodfellow led the team with a total of 13 points, including 33 points and 17 rebounds in the final minute of regulation and overtime. He finished with 19 points and 20 rebounds.

"I played the last half and I was just off the bench," Goodfellow said.

The Hawkeyes won the game with a 77-69 overtime victory.

"It's a great victory," Murray said.

In the overtime, Murray hit a 22-foot jump shot to give Iowa its first lead. The Hawkeyes went on to win, 82-75.

Associated Press

Norman, Faldo and Price top the field

Ryan Brown shoots over Terry Merril during the Open Championship in three years.

British Open

The field was stacked with talent, but the top players emerged victorious.

Norman, Faldo and Price battled for the leading positions. Norman finished in the lead, Faldo in second and Price in third.

"It was a tough match, but I managed to hold onto the lead," Norman said.

"I had to work hard to stay on top," Faldo added.

"Price was a strong competitor," Price acknowledged.

British Open, Page 10

Sports QUIZ

Who stands fourth, behind, Alonzo, Saguaro High's 262, and O'Toby, in career home runs?

See answer on Page 4

FRIDAY, JULY 21, 1995

Today's Roundup

NewsBriefs LOCAL

Nellie visits mall, stuns shopper at st. Mary's

Iowa City police are searching for the people involved in an armed robbery.

"The robbers fired a gun into the air," said Officer William Helms, captain of the Iowa City Police Department.

The perpetrator reportedly donned a red bandanna and a black sweatshirt. The whereabouts of the persons involved are unknown.

"The investigation is ongoing," Helms said.

"We are seeking any information that could help us identify the individuals involved," he added.

Simpson trial update

Thursday, July 20, 1995

Juror Lemaster is a Blizzard expert from northern Iowa. He is a former police officer and was in charge of the Simpson trial.

"I believe we have a better understanding of the conditions at night," Lemaster said.

Prosecutor Fredrick Clark was surprised by the decision. "We've got a lot of facts to work with, but this is a significant step," he said.

"I think we will have to work harder," Clark added.

"I'm not surprised," Judge T.任意 said.

"I believe they have made a clear decision," Judge T.任意 said.

"I will continue to do my job until the trial is over," Judge T.任意 said.

Today's Roundup

Ryan Brown shoots over Terry Merril during the Open Championship in three years. Brown scored 46 points.

BRITISH OPEN

Palmer prepares for finale

Ron Sirks Associated Press

ST. ANDREWS, Scotland - Greg Norman says he's a good back-up plan for Nick Price to the top of the field. Ron Sirks Associated Press

ST. ANDREWS, Scotland - Greg Norman says he's a good back-up plan to Nick Price to the top of the field.

"I think Nick Price is still trying to get into the rhythm of his game," Norman said.

"We're both looking for a little more confidence."

"I think Nick Price has a lot to prove," Norman added.

"I bit over the world go into today's final round of the British Open because he's better than me."

"We will be looking to see how Nick Price deals with this final round."

Associated Press

"It's a good course," Norman said.

"I think Nick Price has a lot to prove," Norman added.

"I bit over the world go into today's final round of the British Open because he's better than me."

"We will be looking to see how Nick Price deals with this final round."

Associated Press

American amateur Tiger Woods hits out a bunker on a downhill tee shot during practice on the Old Course at St. Andrews Wednesday.